I Wanna Be A Dog

Written by Barry Louis Polissar

Watch the Canote brothers on YouTube sing this song: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPIgnujGQRY

Time: 4/4   Key of: C   Strum: boom - CHUCK or 1 2 3 4

Oh I wanna be a Dog....   I wanna wag my tail....
G7

Chase cars and knock over garbage cans
Bite the Lady who brings the mail

Oh I wanna be a Dog....   I wanna drool on the floor....
G7

Get pats on the head, Chase cats, Get fed
Chew your shoes and bark at the door

Chorus

Oh I wanna have dog breath... I wanna learn to growl.....
D7

Scratch fleas and ticks, and run after sticks
G    D7    G

I want the moon to make me howl.... (retard from 'moon' and draw it out)
C

Oh I wanna be a Dog....   I wanna dig big holes....
G7

I wanna sniff French Poodles and Bassett Hounds
And pee on telephone poles

Oh I wanna be a Dog....   I wanna big wet nose....
G7

I wanna run in the street get mud on my feet
And jump up on to your clothes

Go to Chorus

Oh I wanna be a Dog....   I wanna sleep on the ground....
G7

Being human these days is getting too crazy
G7

I just wanna be a hound (repeat last line with a retard - draw it out, and have some fun)
I Wanna Be A Cat

Original ‘Dog’ written by Barry Louis Polisar   ’Cat’ version adapted by the Conote brothers

Watch the Canotes on YouTube sing this song: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPlgnuJGQRY

Time: 4/4   Key of: C   Strum: boom - CHUCK or 1  2  3  4

Oh I wanna be a Cat....    I wanna sleep all day....
Oh I’ll hate to get wet, but I’ll like to get pet,
and then I wanna get in your way

Oh I wanna be a Cat....    chase birds and mice....
Go out, come in, then go out again
And then I wanna come back in-side

Oh I wanna have catfood breath... I wanna learn to purr....

Curl up on your lap and take a little nap
And then -- I wanna -- lick -- my -- fur   (slow this line way down)

Oh I wanna be a Cat....    I’ll eat all I can get....
And when you go to bed, I wanna sleep on your head,
I never wanna go to the vet

I wanna cough up hair balls.... I wanna scratch your chair....
Stay out all night, have a big cat fight
Then act -- like I -- don’t -- even -- care   (draw it out... have fun)

Oh I wanna be a Cat....    I wanna shed some fur....
Scratch fleas, catch fish, clean my cat food dish
and then I wanna curl up and purrrrrrrrr (repeat last line with a retard - draw it out, and have some fun

Thanks go to...
Greg and Jere Canote,
Seattle’s musical brother duet. For allowing me to rip-off their workshop music sheet.
Go to www.conote.com for their classic ol’ time radio web site.
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